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Next-generation sequencing (NGS), otherwise known as
deep or massively parallel sequencing, refers to the technological advances in DNA sequencing instrumentation that
enable the generation of hundreds of thousands to millions
of sequence reads per run. Sequencing of the human genome, which was once a >10-year endeavor by the NIH at
the cost of approximately $3 billion (1), can now be done
routinely on a single instrument. Rapid advances in technology led to the first-ever FDA clearance of an NGS instrument, the Illumina MiSeq, in 2014 (2), and the
development of rapid, miniaturized sequencing devices
such as the Oxford Nanopore are ongoing (3). The applications of NGS are wide-ranging and include (i) wholegenome sequencing, (ii) pathogen discovery, (iii) metagenomic/microbiome analyses, (iv) transcriptome profiling,
and (vi) infectious disease diagnosis. Here we will focus on
NGS technology and the last three applications, because
the first two topics are described in detail elsewhere.

Roche 454 Pyrosequencing
and SOLiD Sequencing
Both the Roche 454 instrument and SOLiD systems isolate
and amplify single DNA molecules to construct a library
for sequencing by a process known as emulsion PCR (Fig.
1A) (10). Emulsification of an oil-water interface leads to
the formation of droplets, with each droplet, referred to as
a microreactor, containing a bead that is covalently bound
to a single DNA template. PCR amplification is then performed across the surface of the bead to generate clonally
amplified fragments. For Roche 454 pyrosequencing, the
beads are then deposited into individual wells on picotiter
plates, and sequencing reagents containing DNA polymerase are added into the wells (Fig. 1A, left). As the complementary strand is synthesized by nucleotide incorporation,
pyrophosphate release produces a fluorescent signal that
can be recorded by a CCD (charge coupled device) camera
for base calling. For SOLiD, after emulsion PCR, the 3¢
ends of the DNA template on the bead are modified to
permit chemical linkage to the surface of a glass slide (Fig.
1A, middle). When sequencing reagents containing DNA
ligase are flowed over the slide, a fluorescent signal is generated that is captured by a CCD camera for base calling.
Roche 454 pyrosequencing is classified as sequencing-bysynthesis, because the sequence is being read concurrently
with synthesis of the complementary strand by incorporation of fluorescent-labeled nucleotides (11), whereas
SOLiD sequencing is classified as sequencing-by-ligation,
because sequencing is determined according to the selective mismatch sensitivity of DNA ligase to fluorescently labeled probes (12).

OVERVIEW OF NEXT-GENERATION
SEQUENCING METHODS
Prior to the 1980s, Sanger sequencing, based on slab or
capillary gel electrophoresis of individual DNA fragments
(4), was the only available sequencing technology. The
technique was laborious, with a turnaround time of 6 to 24
h, and capacity was limited to the sequencing of fragments
in 96 or 384 microtiter wells at a time. The approach taken by NGS technologies, on the other hand, is based on
preparation of a “library” of DNA fragments to be sequenced (5). The library is typically produced by the clonal amplification of millions of amplified DNA templates
at a time, followed by some method to determine the sequences in a massively parallel fashion. The first available NGS system was the Roche 454 pyrosequencing
instrument (6), followed by the emergence of “secondgeneration” systems (7, 8), including the Illumina (formerly
known as Solexa) HiSeq/MiSeq/NextSeq, ABI SOLiD,
Life Technologies Ion Torrent, and the PacBio RX system.
Currently, the Illumina instruments are used in most published NGS studies, including those in the microbiological
field, although new “third-generation” platforms, such as
those based on nanopore sequencing (9), are now available and being increasingly used.

Ion Torrent Sequencing
For the Ion Torrent, which similar to the Roche 454 uses a
sequencing-by-synthesis approach, a semiconductor chip is
used to detect hydrogen ions released during DNA polymerization (Fig. 1A, right). A library is prepared by emulsion PCR, and amplified fragments are coupled to beads
that are individually deposited in sequencing wells. Nucleotides are then added to the chip, with each of the four
bases (A, C, T, and G) being introduced one at a time in
a predetermined order. As each nucleotide is incorporated
during strand synthesis, a hydrogen ion is released that alters the pH value. Changes in pH are converted and measured in voltage values, which are directly proportional to
the number of nucleotides that are incorporated during
each cycle.
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FIGURE 1 Sequencing methods for currently available NGS platforms. (A) The sequencers manufactured by Roche/454 (left), SOLiD
(middle), and Ion Torrent (right) all use bead-based emulsion PCR (rectangular inset) in the library generation process, followed by different approaches to fluorescent-based sequencing. (B) Illumina sequencing involves library generation on a flow cell via a sequencingby-synthesis approach and the imaging of millions of fluorescent flow cell clusters. (C) PacBio sequencing is performed by a DNA polymerase enzyme affixed to a glass substrate in a zero-mode waveguide nanostructure. Each nanostructure generates an individual sequence.
(D) Nanopore sequencing, as performed by the Oxford Nanopore MinION instrument, leverages the voltage conductance changes (left)
that occur in response to passage of DNA through a nanopore (right), a protein in the lipid-bilayer membrane containing a single hole
that allows a single molecule of DNA to pass through.
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Illumina Sequencing
The library preparation is simpler than emulsion PCR for
Illumina sequencing (Fig. 1B). Two unique primers (adaptors) are attached to the ends of each DNA fragment by
ligation, PCR, or transposon switching (Nextera technology) and then affixed to the surface of a flow cell in the
form of hairpin loops. “Bridge amplification” using PCR is
then performed on the flow cell surface by denaturing the
3¢ end of the DNA fragment and replicating the complementary strand. Successive rounds of replication and denaturation by PCR thermocycling result in the generation of
thousands of copies of clonally amplified fragments in a
tightly circumscribed cluster. Sequencing reagents, including DNA polymerase and a sequencing primer, are then
passaged across the flow cell. For each cycle, a single fluorescently labeled nucleotide containing a reversible terminator is added to the complementary strand within each
individual cluster in a sequencing-by-synthesis approach.
After CCD imaging, cleavage of the fluorescent label permits the next nucleotide to be added. The number of cycles producing the final read length is specified in advance,
and sequencing can also be done from both ends (pairedend sequencing) using a second primer to the newly synthesized DNA strand.

PacBio Sequencing
In PacBio single-molecule real-time sequencing technology,
individual molecules of DNA template are affixed to the
bottom surface of the chip in an optical waveguide called a
zero-mode waveguide (Fig. 1C). The zero-mode waveguide
creates an illuminated volume within which to observe the
incorporation of single nucleotides of DNA. The four nucleotide bases are labeled with different fluorescent dyes
and added simultaneously to synthesize the complementary
DNA strand. During nucleotide incorporation, the fluorescent tag is cleaved off and a base call is made according to
the corresponding fluorescence of the dye (sequencing-bysynthesis). Each single-molecule real-time cell contains approximately 150,000 zero-mode waveguides (13).

Nanopore Sequencing
The sequencers manufactured by Oxford Nanopore use arrays of specialized nanopores that allow a single DNA molecule to pass through at a typical rate of 30 bases per
second (range of 0 to 250 bases per second) (14). Current
versions of the Oxford Nanopore MinION sequencer, a
miniaturized device about the size of a USB stick, contain
arrays of 512 nanopores (15), although greater capacity
can be achieved with instruments in development including the GridION and PromethION. The current passing
through the pores changes in response to the different nucleotide bases as they pass through (Fig. 1D), allowing the
sequence to be determined without synthesis, ligation, or
other enzymatic steps. Library preparation is simple, but
the rate at which a nanopore can capture and sequence a
diffusing DNA molecule is limited by concentration, thus
requiring relatively high input concentrations of target
DNA. At present, error rates in practice are high compared to the more mature sequencing-by-synthesis methods
(20 to 40%) (16), but quality consensus sequences can be
generated given adequate sequencing coverage.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NGS PLATFORMS
Table 1 shows a comparison of the different NGS technologies. The choice of which NGS platform is best suited for

any particular application depends on a number of factors
including cost, sequencing read lengths, sequencing depth
(number of reads per clinical sample) and coverage, and
sequencing quality.

Cost
The costs of sequencing have decreased significantly in recent years. Nevertheless, an NGS run is still typically at
least an order of magnitude more expensive than that of
conventional microbiological assays. Often samples must
be individually barcoded and pooled into single runs to decrease costs. As the costs continue to decrease, however,
increasing consideration should be given to the cost attractiveness of NGS relative to other recent technologies such
as mass spectrometry and microarrays.

Read Length
Longer read lengths are more desirable than shorter read
lengths for many applications. For example, in pathogen
discovery, longer read lengths facilitate detection of sequences from highly divergent microorganisms such as
novel emerging viruses that may be only identifiable on
the basis of weak homology in their translated amino acid,
rather than nucleotide sequence (17). For metagenomic
sequencing, longer reads can also be more accurately classified according to their origin (e.g., human, virus, bacteria,
fungus, or parasite), because they are more likely to be
uniquely identifying than shorter reads. In addition, longer
reads can provide genomic scaffolds that are critical in the
de novo assembly (joining together of individual reads on
the basis of overlapping sequences) of novel microbial genomes for which there is no closely related reference in
the database (18). Indeed, many de novo assembly approaches combine two technologies: one technology that
employs longer but fewer reads (e.g., PacBio, Oxford Nanopore) to enable genomic scaffolding and another technology that employs many more short reads (e.g., Illumina)
that can be subsequently mapped onto those scaffolds
(3, 19).

Sequencing Depth and Coverage
Sequencing depth and coverage are important parameters
for many NGS applications. As a rule of thumb, at least
20· coverage of the genome is generally thought to be
needed for accurate de novo assembly of a novel organism
from short NGS reads (20). In metagenomic “needle-in-ahaystack” applications, a minimum sequencing depth is
needed to detect sequences from a target pathogen with
high sensitivity amidst a large number of human or animal
host background reads (21). The required depth depends
on the relative copy number of microbial versus host nucleic acid in the library, with acellular fluids such as serum/
plasma, cerebrospinal fluid, and respiratory secretions typically requiring much less sequencing depth at a given level
of sensitivity than tissue samples, for which host background sequences are predominant.

Sequencing Quality
Some technologies, such as Roche 454 and Ion Torrent,
have difficulty sequencing long homopolymers (22, 23).
Other technologies, such as PacBio and Oxford Nanopore,
have inherently low individual sequence quality. The low,
per-read sequencing quality can be compensated for in
PacBio by resequencing the same fragment multiple times
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to generate consensus reads (24), while Oxford Nanopore
relies on having redundant coverage to compensate for the
high error rates (75). The sequencing quality can also vary
with length. For example, the quality of Illumina reads deteriorate gradually toward the end of the read (25).

OTHER NGS CONSIDERATIONS
Sample Selection
The NGS approach in microbiology is compatible with a
wide range of samples, including clinical human, animal,
and even environmental samples, and the choice of sample
type is highly dependent on availability and the desired
application. When applying unbiased metagenomic techniques that do not rely on specific primers or probes, acellular fluids are preferable to tissues because they have
much less host background (21). Metagenomic detection
of pathogens is generally less sensitive in whole blood, for
example, than in acellular serum or plasma samples. When
available, freshly frozen samples are generally superior in
quality for NGS applications than formalin-fixed, paraffinembedded samples or samples allowed to sit at room temperature or 4°C, due to the risk of nucleic acid degradation
(26). For applications involving labile RNA such as detection of RNA viruses or transcriptome profiling of mRNA,
the use of stabilization reagents at initial sample collection
(e.g., PaxGene tubes) should be considered (27). For applications such as infectious disease diagnostics, analysis
of more sterile samples such as blood or cerebrospinal fluid
is preferred given the increased likelihood of finding a
sole causative agent (17), as well as the difficulty in bioinformatics analysis and interpretation of more complex,
“environmental” microbial samples such as stool (21). On
the other hand, metagenomic and microbiome analyses
typically require the presence of a diverse polymicrobial
community, such as those found in stool or respiratory secretions. These analyses may not be meaningful for more
sterile samples such as blood or cerebrospinal fluid, for
which a virome (28), but probably not bacteriome, exists
in the healthy state.
For diagnostic NGS, several other considerations need
to be taken into account. Collection of noninvasive samples (e.g., sweat, saliva, stool, and urine) is easier than collection of blood or tissue biopsy samples. However, any
detected association with NGS is much stronger if made
from invasive samples such as tissue biopsy, especially if
there is concurrent pathology such as inflammation. Another key consideration is whether to focus on sequencing
of library DNA or cDNA generated from RNA. RNAbased NGS is obviously required for RNA virus detection
or mRNA transcriptome profiling. For bacterial, fungal, or
parasitic identification by 16S/18S rRNA (see below) (29),
it may also be preferable to detect transcribed rRNA molecules rather than the rRNA genes to maximize sensitivity,
because 104 to 105 rRNA molecules can be present per microbial cell versus only 1 to 10 copies of the rRNA gene
(30). It is also worth noting that RNA-based NGS detection is still capable of detecting DNA-based organisms such
as DNA viruses and bacteria by detection of their corresponding host or pathogen mRNA transcripts, respectively.
However, RNA is significantly more labile than DNA, and
NGS libraries constructed from RNA are also more prone
to contamination from exogenous bacterial rRNA from
laboratory reagents and the environment (31), which can
confound interpretation of the sequencing results.

Disease and Host
Most NGS applications in microbiology are based on direct detection and/or sequencing of microbes. Thus, acute
diseases such as febrile illness, which can be associated
with high titers of the causative agent (32), are generally
more amenable to NGS analysis than chronic diseases. In
chronic diseases such as cancer or chronic autoimmune
disease, NGS for pathogen detection and discovery relies
on the infectious agent still being present at detectable
levels in tissue at the time of clinical sample collection.
NGS studies in animals can also be more problematic than
those in humans, especially if the genome of the animal or
a close relative has not yet been sequenced, precluding
computational host subtraction approaches to simplify the
data analysis (see below).

Sample Preparation Methods
Clinical and environmental samples for NGS are prepared
in a series of steps beginning with nucleic acid extraction
followed by library preparation (+/- sample barcoding) and
loading onto the instrument for sequencing (Fig. 2, left).
Initial sample preparation and nucleic acid extraction methods vary depending on the assay type, sample matrix, and
pathogen type being detected. Methods to reduce host
background or enrich for microbial sequences include ultracentrifugation, nuclease treatment (either pre- or postextraction), and probe-based enrichment. Ultracentrifugation
allows for enrichment of virus-like particles, enhancing viral detection (33, 34). Treatment with DNase or RNase
will enrich for RNA or DNA targets, respectively, and can
substantially reduce host background (33, 34). Probe-based
enrichment can be performed using a panel of targets to recover specific organisms from low-titer samples (35).

Sample Barcoding
To multiplex analysis of specimens in a single NGS assay,
each sample can be barcoded by adding a short oligonucleotide tag 6 to 12 base pairs (bp) in length to each end of
the DNA molecule. Barcoded libraries are then mixed and
sequences classified bioinformatically based on the sequenced barcode. To reduce barcode switching, the barcodes are designed to be different by more than one base
pair change in a single sequencing run. The use of Hamming code-based designs can preserve minimal distance (in
number of base pair changes) between barcodes, and also
enable error correction (36). Separate barcodes can be attached to each end of the sequencing target (dual-index
barcoding), and barcodes can be rotated over time, reducing the risk of carryover contamination.

Library Preparation Methods
Once the samples have been prepared and nucleic acid extracted, the library is constructed. Each instrument method
requires an optimal input amount, which can be generated
by preamplification. The final library is generated using
emulsion PCR or sequencing adaptor ligation specific to
each method (Fig. 1). Library quality control is performed
by determining the concentration and size distribution using capillary electrophoresis or real-time PCR. Individually
prepared libraries with different barcodes can be pooled for
sequencing on a single run, depending on the desired number of sequences per sample.

Contamination
Due to the high sensitivity offered by sequencing large numbers of reads, NGS approaches are extremely vulnerable to
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FIGURE 2 Schematic overview of an NGS pipeline. Sample processing for NGS involves a stepwise process of nucleic acid extraction,
library preparation, and sequencing on a dedicated instrument (left). Following generation of raw data, bioinformatics analysis of metagenomic or microbial NGS data includes preprocessing, de novo assembly, host subtraction, pathogen identification, taxonomic classification, and results reporting/visualization (right). The asterisks denote optional steps in the procedure.

contamination (31). There are multiple points where contaminating organisms or nucleic acid may be introduced
into the system, including sample collection, sample
processing, and on the sequencing instrument. NGS traditionally requires handling of libraries in an open environment with multiple steps, so amplified material may crosscontaminate samples prepared simultaneously or during
subsequent sequencing runs. Reagents used for NGS analysis may be contaminated with microbial nucleic acid,
because it is difficult to completely remove DNA from recombinant enzymes. Even commonly used supplies can

harbor microbial contamination, such as silica-based DNA
purification columns containing what is now thought to be
an algal virus (37). Instrument carryover can also occur
and is seen both within a run and between runs. Finally,
cross-contamination of barcoded samples that are multiplexed in a single run can occur, especially if an individual
sample contains a high titer of a specific microbial agent,
reads from which can “spill over” into adjacent barcoded
samples. This can be mitigated, but perhaps not eliminated
entirely, with the use of dual-indexed barcodes at both ends
of library amplicons. Thus, careful handling, unidirectional
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sample flow, proper quality control, and careful measurements of levels of background contamination are necessary
to reduce the risk of false-positive identifications using
NGS.
Quality control of NGS reagents is yet another key step
to minimize false-positive identifications, particularly with
low-input samples having minimal titers of target nucleic
acid. Despite efforts to produce ultra-pure reagents (38),
there will likely never be assurances that reagents are truly
nucleic acid–free. Thus, each new lot of reagents should
always be tested with negative controls, and laboratories
need to understand the expected frequency and distribution of reagent-derived contaminating sequences and establish appropriate threshold levels of detection to avoid
false-positive calls. Common laboratory water supplies often contain bacterial DNA from organisms such as environmental Burkholderia and Ralstonia species (39, 40),
making it difficult to distinguish a true positive identification from background levels of contamination. Also, aerosolized nucleic acid has the potential to contaminate
sample hoods and can become a major component of libraries prepared in the hood, requiring extensive cleaning.
For certain NGS applications such as pathogen discovery
and clinical detection of unusual or unexpected agents,
it may be desirable to confirm the results using different
extraction methods or reagents or even running the NGS
assay in separate laboratories. Confirmation using an orthogonal method such as specific PCR testing from the original sample may also be necessary to exclude the possibility
of contamination.

NGS BIOINFORMATICS WORKFLOWS
The sheer number of NGS reads generated by existing instruments and rapid increases in sequencing capacity pose
a major computational challenge for analysis of NGS data.
A number of bioinformatics software choices are now
available, both commercial and open source. For the most
part, some degree of computational expertise is needed to
take full advantage of these algorithms and workflows, although user-friendly options for NGS analysis exist, such
as Geneious (41) and Galaxy (42). Although the details
can vary significantly, a computational pipeline for processing and analyzing NGS data follows a general schema
(Fig. 2, right). First, sequencing reads are preprocessed by
trimming of adapter, low-quality, and low-complexity sequences, with optional removal of duplicate reads. With
the exception of host transcriptome profiling using RNASeq (43, 44), which deals with alignment and classification of human mRNA genes and isoforms (see below), the
next step is to computationally subtract background host
sequences (45). For human clinical samples, NGS reads
are aligned to the human genome and then removed from
the dataset, which decreases the number of remaining
reads that need to be analyzed using more computationally
intensive downstream algorithms. Next, microbial sequences are identified by alignment to pathogen-specific
reference databases such as the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) bacterial or viral RefSeq
databases. Specialized applications such as 16S rRNA sequencing for microbiome analysis classify reads on the basis of alignments to the rRNA gene sequences in the
Ribosomal Database Project database (46). Recent advances in the speed and efficiency of alignment algorithms
have even made simultaneous alignment to all nucleotide
sequences in the NCBI nucleotide (NT) database, includ-

ing all of GenBank NT (~160 gigabases of sequence as of
February 2014; ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/release.
notes/), computationally feasible (21).
In addition to sequence alignment, either de novo, seedbased, or mapped (using a discrete reference) assembly can
be performed to join NGS reads together into contiguous
sequences (contigs) and recover partial or even full genomes (47). With metagenomic data, the use of an ensemble method that partitions the data beforehand and
combines the use of multiple assembly algorithms may be
preferable to maximize contig lengths (48). Translated nucleotide alignment to a protein database or remote homology detection using hidden Markov models (49) can be
useful in identifying sequences corresponding to highly
divergent pathogens, such as novel viruses. Finally, for
NGS applications such as infectious disease diagnosis, precise taxonomic classification of reads to the species level
is a necessary step in the analysis (50–52). For example, it
is often clinically relevant to be able to distinguish Staphylococcus species (e.g., Staphylococcus aureus versus coagulase-negative staphylococci) or influenza subtypes (e.g.,
influenza A [H3N2] versus 2009 pandemic influenza A
[H1N1]).
Especially for clinical applications, the development of
visualization tools and cloud-computing-compatible platforms will be critical in providing interpretation and context to the NGS data analysis. Software that is userfriendly and produces results that are understandable by
microbiologists who lack bioinformatics expertise is greatly
needed to enable communication of accurate NGS results
to clinicians. A key aspect of NGS for clinical microbiology laboratories will also be not only standardization of the
bioinformatics analysis workflows but also standardization
of the reference databases. There is currently no consensus
as to what standard reference databases will be needed for
microbial NGS applications and who would be responsible
for developing and maintaining such a database. Nevertheless, working groups consisting of the FDA, NCBI,
CDC, and other institutions have been formed to discuss
and implement standardized microbial reference databases
for NGS (75) as part of a larger effort to ensure the quality
of next-generation sequencing in clinical laboratory practice (53).

NGS APPLICATIONS
Amplicon Sequencing
NGS is suitable for sequencing of PCR amplicons in a
massively parallel fashion. Applications include determination of minority sequence variants or viral quasispecies and
targeted metagenomic analysis. NGS analysis of specific
amplicons can deconvolve multiple species in mixed infections, allowing each component to be recognized, whereas
Sanger sequencing requires the majority sequence to comprise at least 75% of the total.

Universal Bacterial Identification by 16S PCR
Although the 16S small rRNA gene is found in all bacteria and is highly conserved, the presence of hypervariable
regions in the gene sequence allows it to be useful for specific diagnostic identification to the genus and even species level (54). The 16S rRNA gene is 1.5 kB in length
and consists of nine hypervariable regions flanked by highly conserved regions. Universal bacterial primers targeting
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the conserved regions enable amplification and subsequent
sequencing of the hypervariable regions.
A clinically validated assay based on 16S rRNA PCR
followed by NGS has been shown to be useful for universal
diagnostic identification of bacterial pathogens directly
from clinical samples (55). This approach has the advantage of not relying on “gold-standard” culture-based identification, which requires that organisms are capable of growing and replicating in vitro. Such an assay based on 16S
rRNA PCR would be able to detect fastidious or slowgrowing organisms or those rendered nonviable by prior
antibiotic treatment or processing (e.g., formalin-fixed
paraffin-embedded tissue samples). With the sequencing
depth provided by NGS, the presence of even low-titer
microorganisms in a highly diverse, polymicrobial sample
can potentially be identified. The 16S rRNA gene is also
used in most environmental metagenomic studies (56), because it can reveal the phylogenetic relationships among
complex bacterial populations at very high resolution.
Other targets in bacteria that have been used for these applications include the 23S gene and the intergenic spacer
region located between 16S and 23S (57).

UNIVERSAL EUKARYOTIC
IDENTIFICATION BY 18S AND/OR ITS PCR
Analogous to the 16S rRNA gene in bacteria, eukaryotic
microorganisms that lack a backbone (nonchordate eukaryotes) such as fungi and parasites are identifiable on the
basis of 18S or 28S rRNA sequences (58). For fungi, the
internal transcribed spacer (ITS) regions can also be used.
The hypervariable regions within these sequences can be
used to classify fungi and parasites to the species level, and
NGS can be readily used for metagenomic analysis as well
as provide high sensitivity for detecting low-titer organisms
in mixed infections. Because the 18S and 28S rRNA genes
are also found in high-order eukaryotes such as animals
and humans, inadvertent host background amplification
can be significant, generally requiring higher sequencing
depths for successful microbial identification.

Pathogen versus Commensal
Many microorganisms are commensals that colonize various body niches of their host and are only associated with
disease in the setting of invasion. For instance, fungi such
as Malassezia spp. and bacteria such as Staphylococcus spp.
and Propionibacterium acnes colonize the skin of healthy
adults (59). Therefore, the presence of microbial sequences
from nonsterile body sites needs to be interpreted in the
context of the infectious disease being studied. A positive
detection from a sterile body site is more likely to be associated with true infection but requires differentiation from
potential contamination. Also, microbial nucleic acid does
not necessarily indicate the presence of live microorganisms but could simply indicate prior colonization. Assessment of the patient’s symptoms and clinical presentation,
along with the sequencing results, is necessary to determine the pathogenic significance of any microorganisms
detected by NGS analysis.

METAGENOMIC AND MICROBIOME
ANALYSES
Metagenomic sequencing is targeted (e.g., 16S) or shotgun
sequencing of clinical or environmental samples and is now
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being largely performed by NGS given the depth of coverage that can be achieved. The microbiome, the totality of
microorganisms that reside in diverse niches of the human
body (60), can be assayed using metagenomic sequencing.
The Human Microbiome Project, started in 2008, used 16S
sequencing to profile microbial communities at different
body sites and thus characterize the baseline microbiome
responsible for the maintenance of human health (61). 16S
metagenomic or microbiome sequencing can now be routinely performed using customized workflows such as
QIIME to classify reads into operational taxonomic units
and assess sample diversity (62). Similarly, 18S/ITS or shotgun metagenomic sequencing can be done to analyze fungi
for high-resolution species identification and overall profiling of complex microbial communities.

TRANSCRIPTOME PROFILING
Transcriptome profiling by NGS, otherwise known as
RNA-Seq, has many applications to microbiology. Transcriptome profiling by NGS is the sequencing of all of the
mRNA molecules from either the host or the microorganism to obtain a global view of the gene expression pattern
in a clinical sample (43, 44). For full coverage of the human transcriptome, approximately 30 to 50 million short
reads are needed. Previously, only microarrays were available to conduct comprehensive gene expression analyses.
By transcriptome analyses of the human host response to
infection, microarray-based methods have proven effective
in the diagnosis of staphylococcal bacteremia (63), active
versus latent tuberculosis (64), and acute respiratory infections such as influenza (65). RNA-Seq using NGS has
been shown to be more sensitive for detection of lowabundance transcripts, with a broader dynamic range in
detecting fold-changes in gene expression at the cost of
greater complexity of analysis and current lack of standardization (66, 67).
Transcriptome profiling of the microorganism is also
possible, either in pure experimental cultures in vitro or directly from clinical samples (68). The data from mRNA
gene expression is compared to that from the DNA genome. Microbial transcriptional profiling may yield insights
into the overall activity of the organisms (latent versus active metabolism), growth characteristics (aerobic versus anaerobic growth), or expression of resistance and virulence
elements.

INFECTIOUS DISEASE DIAGNOSTICS
There is much excitement about the potential of NGS to
cause a paradigm shift in microbiology by complementing
or even replacing existing diagnostic tests in the clinical
laboratory. Metagenomic NGS in particular is promising
for diagnosis because this unbiased approach does not target any individual microbial agent but, rather, identifies
any and all potential pathogens simultaneously on the basis of sequence homology (17, 21). The capacity of metagenomic NGS to generate clinically actionable data was
recently demonstrated in its use to diagnose a case of neuroleptospirosis in a critically ill child that had eluded all
conventional diagnostic testing for 4 months (69). Once
the diagnosis was made, appropriate targeted therapy resulted in a prompt recovery and cure.
However, translation of NGS assays from research tools
for microbial characterization, pathogen discovery, and
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epidemiological investigation to actionable clinical diagnostic tests introduces a number of new challenges. Reproducibly generating acceptable libraries from a variety of
specimen types that vary by orders of magnitude in human
and microbial nucleic acid content is difficult and currently requires multiple parallel strategies. Samples with
low organism loads may require pathogen enrichment or
amplification, while tissues with high human DNA content may need host subtraction techniques. Each additional step must be controlled for quality and has the
potential to introduce contamination, so it is preferable to
minimize processing steps where possible. To date, we are
unaware of any universal library preparation protocol that
can be used to detect all pathogen types in clinical samples
with high sensitivity and specificity. One potential workaround is to bias the detection for specific pathogens using
a targeted probe enrichment or amplification panel approach followed by NGS instead of relying on shotgun metagenomic NGS for diagnosis (35).
Even with technical hurdles cleared, it remains to be
seen whether NGS allows for improved efficiency when
compared to conventional clinical diagnostic testing. Certainly the promise of enhanced breadth of detection and
genomic characterization is compelling, since it could allow for more personalized medicine and individualized
treatment regimens. NGS-based analysis of the host transcriptome response using RNA-Seq may provide complementary information that can be used to guide or modify
the approach to patient management and treatment. Furthermore, many studies are now describing how the human
microbiome and pathogen genotype influence disease progression, but our knowledge in this area is far from complete. However, we expect that ongoing findings and
insights from NGS in microbiology will enable a more
comprehensive perspective regarding health and disease
states and eventually lead to treatments targeted to specific
aberrations in the host and microbial genomic profile.

CLINICAL VALIDATION
Clinical validation of a metagenomic or targeted NGS assay is a substantial undertaking, designed to demonstrate
acceptable performance characteristics for an essentially
unlimited number of pathogen targets and sequence variants. The assay should be shown to be significantly robust
with valid limits of detection, accuracy, specificity, and reproducibility (70). Here, the traditional approach to singleanalyte validation fails, because it is impossible to confirm
the presence or absence of all possible organisms using
standard reference methods. Instead, a validation approach
that aims to identify and reduce potential sources of error
in the test may be a practical alternative. For infectious
disease NGS, this can be done using representative pathogen types in clinical matrices of interest, along with a thorough analytic evaluation to identify error-prone steps and
introduce specific quality controls designed to detect errors
when they occur. Controlling for sources of contamination
is particularly important and should be addressed in the
workflow and implementation of routine internal and external controls. Additionally, the NGS data analysis pipeline and reference databases will need to be separately
validated. Establishment of curated standard reference databases will likely to be needed, in parallel with the use of
additional bioinformatics analysis and review steps to identify misannotated or incomplete database entries. Finally,
the reports must be interpretable by clinical microbiolo-

gists, be understandable to treating physicians, and provide
clinically relevant and actionable results.

REGULATORY AND OTHER
CONSIDERATIONS
Currently, no NGS assays for infectious disease diagnosis
have been approved by the FDA, though clinical laboratories are starting to offer them as laboratory-developed tests.
Proposed regulatory changes initiated by the FDA would
likely establish a mechanism for review of newly developed
NGS assays, and additional requirements may be instituted
in the future to ensure that these clinical tests are safe and
efficacious (71). While clinical laboratories are familiar
with the requirements under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments for test validation, quality control, and proficiency testing, they do not typically establish
de novo clinical utility for these assays. Indeed, the clinical
trial design, outcome measures, and statistical confidence
needed to demonstrate clinical utility are unknown. It will
likely take a coordinated effort between academia and industry as well as stepwise guidance by the FDA to bring
NGS for infectious disease to regulatory approval.
The validation of bioinformatics pipelines and databases
is another challenge that is beginning to be addressed, but
a suitable solution is not yet available. Analysis tools are
being continually refined for speed and accuracy, but there
is no standardized method to compare them or benchmark
their performance. Curated databases typically have a limited number of microorganisms represented, and large public databases such as NCBI NT contain many misannotated
sequences that could lead to erroneous results and interpretation (72). Curated 16S ribosomal databases are available
for bacterial amplicon sequencing, but databases for other
targets and whole-genome sequences are less well characterized. On the other hand, if a standardized reference database is successfully established, it is possible that it can be
used as a sole comparator to establish the performance of
an NGS assay, forgoing the need for traditional confirmation by orthogonal testing. Given the risk of contamination
with metagenomic NGS, multisite evaluation would likely
be a requirement for regulatory approval. Development of a
panel of representative microorganisms that would function
as microbial reference standards, under way at National Institute of Standards and Technology, would also likely be
needed for NGS validation (73).
Due to the complexity and data storage requirements
for high-throughput NGS analysis, cloud computing and
remote storage are attractive options. However, demonstrating HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) compliance may be difficult, and there is a risk
of data loss during transfer or storage. Most clinical laboratories are unfamiliar with the establishment or maintenance
of large computational servers and databases, and the requirements for remote systems are not always clear. The use
of bioinformatics tools for NGS analysis and interpretation
of results are also not part of the routine skill set of most
microbiology laboratories, so simpler graphical visualization
interfaces and additional training in bioinformatics may be
needed to enable these tests to be more broadly accessible
to laboratory personnel. Standards will need to be established for the storage of clinical and technical metadata in
addition to the sequence data. Finally, advances in health
information technology and electronic medical records software will be required to determine how best to incorporate
NGS information into the patient medical record.

6. Next-Generation Sequencing -

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVE
NGS assays hold great promise for the broad identification
and genomic characterization of infectious disease pathogens. A variety of NGS technologies are now available,
each with specific advantages and disadvantages. Sequencing assays incorporating pathogen detection, microbiome
analysis, and host transcriptome profiling may lead to more
personalized treatment approaches in the future. Several
technical hurdles remain to be overcome prior to routine
use, including optimal library preparation techniques for
different microorganism and sample types, choice of bioinformatics pipelines, and suitable reference databases for
comparison. The pathologic significance of microbial detection requires interpretation within the clinical context
and may need additional confirmatory testing, particularly
for detection of unexpected and/or novel agents. A multifaceted approach involving clinical and research laboratories, bioinformatics scientists, biotechnology companies,
and regulatory agencies will likely be needed to take advantage of the large and complex sequence datasets that
are currently generated by NGS analysis.
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